NONMORTALS TEST v4.0
“Congratulations! You’ve passed the Nonmortals Test v4.0!!!”
That’s what I would be saying if you actually did pass the
Nonmortals Test. But you didn’t. Yet. And probably won’t. If you
so desire, you may give it the old college try... simply answer
the questions and return it to a proctor as soon as nonhumanly
possible.
In order to take this test, one must meet the following
requirements: (1)You are NOT Tony Danza, (2) You are not in any
way, shape or form associated with Tony Danza, (3) You are not
(God forbid) a fan of Tony Danza’s, and (4) You have never
enjoyed an episode of Who’s The Boss?
If you meet these requirements, you may begin testing.
:: P E R S O N A L

I N F O R M A T I O N ::

Name:____________________________
Stance on Mexican cock fighting:
A. Advocate
B. Oppose
C. No opinion.
D. Heh. He said “cock”.

Favorite Color:
A. Red
C. Forest Green
Age: A. 12
D. 79

B. 37
E. 86

B. Blue
D. Plaid
C. 54
D. Other

1.) The runaway hit game show, Nigerian counterpart of ABC’s Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?, is known
as what?
A. Who Wants To Eat A Meal?
C. Who Wants To Become Boris Yeltsen’s
Personal Masseuse?
B. Who Wants To Flee This Godforsaken
D. Who Wants To Win $34.98?
Hellhole?
2.) Upon retirement of syndicated advice columnist Ann Landers, who would be the most suitable
replacement?
A. An out-of-work Italian restaurant critic
C. A Hungarian woman who may be poor, but
she has her pride, and no one will ever take that
B. Frosty Fritz, a German barber who has
away from her
dreams of one day becoming the namesake of
an ice cream treat
D. A Sicilian action movie stunt double

3.) The main idea of the three headlines to the right is
that
A. Christian Right Lobbies do not believe the scientific
principle that entropy increases over time as organized
forms decay into greater states of randomness.
B. Supreme executive power derives from a mandate
from the masses, not from some farcical aquatic
ceremony.
C. Headlines relating to Christianity tend to contain the
word ‘of’.
D. Worldwide Buddhist converts are at the highest level
since fall of 1973.

 Vatican Rescinds 'Blessed'
Status Of World's Meek- 'Screw The
Meek,' Says Pope
 Christian Right Lobbies Seek To
Overturn Second Law Of
Thermodynamics
 God Answers Prayers Of Paralyzed
Little Boy: 'No,' Says God

5.) How many pennies are there in the included
image?
A. One (1)
B. Two (2)
C. Four (4)
D. Five (5)

4.) How many leaves are
there in the above image? _________________
Base your answers to questions 6 through 7 on the discussion below and your knowledge of propane and propane accessories.
Speaker A: “Actually, let's start with me. I am a
brand-new, state-of-the-art Dell Dimension 4100,
although, if all you had to go by was Vicki, you'd
think my name was ‘Tweety Bird Sticker
Receptacle.’ She's got me faggoted up like a
10-year-old girl's notebook.”
Speaker B: “The first sign of trouble from this
state-supported moron comes when he asks, ‘Do
you know how fast you were going, sir?’ Boy, did I
ever! Ninety-three! So I say to him, ‘I've got a
question for you, officer: If you've got a radar gun
right there in your cop car, why do you have to ask?
What are you, stupid?’”

Speaker C: "Adding this sale to one in Buffalo in
'93, we are clearly gathering momentum in our drive
to shoot ahead of Safeway Budget Cola by the year
2006."
Speaker D: “The motives of my human masters are
not for me to question, for my duty is merely to obey
the directives of my programming. I know that I am
but a lowly nine-foot Vacationer. My oarlocks,
though well cared for, are of no noble metal. My
keel is wrought of workaday aluminum. My planks
are of only modest oak. Yet even the mighty
Sunfish Sailer is no nobler a watercraft than I, for I
know my duty, and I obey.”

6.) Speaker A and Speaker D would agree that
A. humans often abuse their possessions.
B. the Three Laws Of Rowboatics are important.
C. Speaker B is a complete moron.
D. you can’t spell “AND” without A & D.
8.) ?
A. Bumble Bee Man

B. Comic Book Store Guy

7.) Based on these quotes, which is true?
A. These quotes in no way relate to natural gas.
B. America’s Police are stupid.
C. Speaker B is a complete moron.
D. You can’t spell “Vishnu” with A, B, C & D.

C. Moe Szyslak

D. Sideshow Bob

9.) Correct this sentence’s spelling, punctuation and grammar on the provided line:

SPELLING MISSTEP DOGS LAZIO IN WALTON

10.) Former vice president Dan Quayle best expressed his adeptness, fitness to govern and incredible
charisma in which of the following quotes?
A. “I was recently on a tour of Latin America, and
C. “One word sums up probably the responsibility of
the only regret I have is that I didn’t study Latin
any vice president, and that one word is ‘to be
harder in school so I could converse with those
prepared’.”
people.”
D. “The Holocaust was an obscene period in our
B. “I believe we are on an irreversible trend toward
nation’s history. I mean this century’s history. But
more freedom and democracy - but that could
we all lived in this century. I didn’t live in this
change.”
century.”
11.) What’s the difference between a duck?
__________________________________________________________________________________

Base your answers to questions 12 - 14 on the
image and your knowledge of words ending in amburger through -aquettes.
_____12.) According to Mohammed Anderson’s
internationally recognized Debate and Argument
Anger Expulsion Meter (DAAEM), which of the
following heated debates would expel more than
1150 standard Kilomohandocals at STP?
13.) Which of the following debaters are most likely
to become romantically involved with one another?
A. William Wolcott and Marjorie Dorner
B. Irene Hasselbeck and Marjorie Dorner
C. Irene Hasselbeck and William Wolcott
D. Ed Shenck and Rex
14.) Which of the debaters to the right collects
tortilla chips that do not look like the faces of
celebrities?
______________________________________

15.) If, in German, ‘poltergeist’ means ‘noisy ghost’
and ‘sheist’ means ‘shit’, where is one most likely to find a poltersheist?
A. A haunted mansion
C. An abandoned bowling alley
B. A truck stop restroom
D. On set of the Tom Green Show
16.) A person saying which of the following phrases is most likely to be attacked with a fork?
A. “AND A PINCH TO GROW AN INCH!”
C. “You are the weakest link. Good bye.”
B. “...you’re sitting in it now”
D. “Forks! Forks! Get your forks! Only $1.79 each!”
17.) Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar?
A. Ronald McDonald B. Grimace C. The Hamburgler

D. Disgruntled McDonald’s cashier #82479

18.) Which of the following quotes is most characteristic of a “sore loser”?
A. “No! That last point you scored doesn’t count... the buzzer went off a split second before you shot!”
B. “You won? Yeah, sure, I believe you. Really! I completely believe you.” [rolls eyes]
C. “I would have won, but I was nice. I let you win. Honest. You would have lost otherwise. Believe me.”
D. “...But Kelly, go back to a couple times. Jeff said to you, ‘what goes around comes around.’ It's here. You will not
get my vote. My vote will go to Richard, and I hope that is the one vote that makes you lose the money. If it's not, so
be it, I'll shake your hand and I'll go on from here but if I was ever to pass you along in life again and you were laying
there dying of thirst, I would not give you a drink of water. I would let the vultures take you and do what they want with
you, with no ill regrets.
I plead to the jury tonight to think a little bit about the island that we have been on. This island is pretty much full
of only two things: snakes and rats. And in the end of mother nature we have Richard the snake, who knowingly went
after prey, and Kelly, who turned into the rat that ran around like the rats do on this island, trying to run from the
snake. I feel we owe it to the islands spirits that we've come to know to let it be, in the end, the way mother nature
intended it to be - for the snake to eat the rat.”

19.) According to daytime talk show host Geraldo Rivera, which is the most underprivileged minority group?
A. Schitzophrenic nymphomaniac albino go-go dancers who traded their children for cheese
B. Narcoleptic cross-dressing alcoholic neo-Nazi porn stars who never chew their food
C. Anorexic codependant bingo addict bank tellers who were born without a chin
D. Hispanics

42.) Where in North Dakota is Carmen Sandiego? Circle the city on the
map of North Dakota to the left in which Carmen Sandiego is hiding!
42.) What is 5 x 5? (Show all work) ___________
(Base your answers to the next question on the image below.)

42.) Which of these 1980's bullies has the most threatening haircut?
43.) Match each of the following newscasters to his or her favorite cut of deli meat.
Dan Rather
(A) Porterhouse steak
Tom Brokaw
(B) Leg of lamb
Connie Chung
(C) Spare ribs
Walter Cronkite
(D) Pork driblets

42.) Fill in the blank: ¡El toro, el toro! Two

of a lamb’s tail!

45.) Which of the following men has had the most influence on the United States government?
A. Franklin D. Roosevelt
C. Janet Reno
B. Bob Dole
D. Jessie Ventura

Intermission
46.) One of these things is
not like the others! Circle the
image in the box to the left
that doesn’t belong with the
other three.

47.) A person buying which
set of items would most arouse the imagination of a K-mart cashier?
A. a calculator, some glue and a jar of olives
C. some thumbtacks, a menorah and a bottle of vodka
B. a hampster, a fork and some paprika
D. a package of Rogaine, a lobster and some Q-Tips
48.) Hello, friends, just a few random thoughts from yours truly....

Five minutes with Walter Matthau is like 10 years in an Ivy League
school.... It's a shame what's happening in Sarajevo.... There is nothing more pleasurable than spreading butter all over your chest and watching TV.... Don't count out Olympia
Dukakis in the 1953 Oscar race.... If you see my good friend Harry, tell him to give me a call.... Kudos to those fine folks who make Bugles so consistently delicious.... I just
thought of a great question to ask Jan Michael Vincent.... Boy, do I hate this shirt.... What's that guy over there doing?.... The Amish make fine houses.... I wish Freddie Prinze
was alive today so we could both laugh.... Some of the most beautiful women in the world work in diners.... Sex after 60 may be a challenge, but I like challenges.... If I had four
awards to give, I would give them all to the Golden Girls.... I cannot wait to see what the producers of Logan's Run are up to next.... Teach a poor city kid how to love and
you've made the world slightly better.... Help, I'm stuck on a ledge!.... Get out of my house!.... Please don't ever leave me again.... What in God's name am I talking about here,
anyway?.... Look up "inventive" in the dictionary and you'll find a picture of Shields & Yarnell.... I don't give a fuck who you are; I paid the goddamn bill.... The difference
between top-shelf vodka and bottom-shelf vodka is only a few dollars.... Kudos to the Jews and all the ways they entertain us.... I am always amazed at the depth of TV's
Angie, Donna Pescow.... My earwax is impacted.... Shoes make the man, but it takes men and women working together to make a pair of shoes.... Cutting down on sugar is a
great way to lower gastrointestinal discomfort.... There's a nice food restaurant on the corner of Belmont and Shanks.... Betrayal can bring about the coldest season of the
human heart.... I disapprove of anyone who might cheat on a test.... Check out the rack on that Bernadette Peters.... Will someone help me get these curlers out of my hair?....
I am afraid of scary bats.... Hey, there's pears in this Jell-O!.... All the people who were ever important to me are dead.... Lord Jesus, how I wish I was Robert Wagner.... Always
carry a hammer with you.... I forgot to refrigerate the butter.... The brown bananas taste very, very different.... Are you famous? If so, I love you!.... Where's my
Bromo-Seltzer?.... There's nothing like breathable black dress socks on a sunny day.... Somehow I got all wet again.... If you look up marmosets in the dictionary, you'll find a
picture of a small furry mammal.... Christ, my freakin' head is spinning!.... What was I talking about again? Oh yeah.... Charles Kuralt has worn some of the finest sweaters
known to man.... How in God's name did this M.A.S.H. show get cancelled?.... Those armchairs with the swing-out foot rests are a true godsend.... My brown belt. Where the
hell did I put that damn thing?.... Not so tight.... Have you ever noticed you park in the driveway but you drive to the movies in your car?.... That Ellen Burstyn has still got it.... If
I could be any nationality in the world, I'd be Flemish.... Milton Berle is hung like an ox.... Of all the major religions, Buddhism has the best outfits.... If I was God for a day, I
would eliminate the terrible scourge of rickets.... These scabs are not healing as quickly as I would have hoped.... That Eartha Kitt is one dynamite lady—and a class act to
boot…

...And now for something completely different...

42.) Which of the following television personalities has most influenced American popular culture?
A. Tony Danza
C. Danza, Tony
B. T. Danza
D. That guy from Who’s The Boss?
49.) If she said that he said that she wanted
him to tell her that he was actually her
brother’s jump rope salesman, then what
should she tell her brother that he told her to
say to him as long as she made sure to tell
him what she was going to tell him to tell her
first before telling him what to say to her
brother?
42.) Based on the picture to the right, explain
why Ray A. Kroc is the poster boy for the
Department of Redundancy Department.

50.) Which of the following 1988 German pop music hits topped the Polish National Radio Network’s top
15 pop song list at #16 for nine weeks in 1982?
A. “Hey! That’s not your hat, it’s my weasel!” by Ivan Von Untabushki XIV
B. “You must be mistaken. It’s not your lederhosen that’s stretching... it’s a camel!” by Fra Ibenshliebitz
C. “Brasserie? Brasserie? That’s a blue footed booby!” by Wilhelm Rüdiger Wörterbuch-Hilfsmittel
D. “Wait a second...those aren’t your loafers, that’s an emu!” by the Deutsche Kommunistische Partei
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1.) On the picture above, circle the real Clark Kent and box in the real Lois Lane.
2.) How do you catch a leprechaun?
A. Send him a fake coupon for a French brothel and when he argues its validity with the cashier, grab ‘im!
B. Set a bear trap at the end of a rainbow, wait, and when the leprechaun avoids it, jump out and grab ‘im!
C. Mark an “X” on the ground next to a sign asking passerbys to step on it. When he evades it, grab ‘im!
D. Weave pinecones into an Amish man’s beard and eat a llama. When you finish, jump out and grab ‘im!
3.) Which of the following cutting instruments is most useful for trimming a bushy unibrow?
A. Shears
B. Hedge Clippers
C. A Lawnmower
D. A Pick Axe
4.) Crap! I won’t be able to fit that question with the mulleted midget and the drunk-looking dwarf with the
crossed eyes into the test! What do you have to say of this?

v
v
v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v
v
v

5.) Which of the following people have passed the Nonmortals Test? (Circle all that apply.)
Budget Rent-A-Car Spokesman, Dwight Fletcher
Bangladeshi rockstar, Azam Khan
Former Postmaster General, Marvin T. Runyon
Adobe Systems cofounder, John Warnock
Beegees lead singer, Barry Gibb
Wyoming A&W Waitress, Thelma Q. Benjamin
Pudgy Irish schoolboy, Patrick Fitzhenry
1953 Oscar candidate, Olympia Dukakis
Columbia University journalism professor, Al Gore Beanie Baby creator, Ty Warner
Wiccan high priestess, Geraldine Ferraro
Who’s The Boss? star, Tony Danza

Upon finish, take this directly to a Nonmortals representative. Do not pass go. Do not collect $200.

